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ABSTRACT A discrete element model was developed to simulate seed agitation and transport in 

a vacuum seed-meter for a planter. A planter seed-meter typically has a rotating disk with a number 
of perforations, called seed cells, located radially near the outer edge of the disk. To meter seed, 
the disk rotates through a seed pile and the selective presence of a vacuum through the seed cells 
controls when seeds are picked out of the pile and when they are dropped out of the meter. The 
level of agitation without the vacuum effect on the seed cells was simulated to obtain a base level 
of agitation provided by the mechanical agitator present in the meter. An external particle body 
force distribution was applied to each seed cell to simulate the vacuum effect that held seeds in 
position as they were transported through the meter. The force distribution was calibrated to ensure 
accurate bulk-material behavior was represented by the simulation. The results from the simulation 
indicated that the presence of a vacuum through the seed cells had a significant effect on product 
agitation and seed-pile circulation in the planter meter. 
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